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Envisioned To Carve 
Smooth Ways In Earning A 
Degree That Stands Out.

We push our students to limit in order to 

achieve and develop ideas that make a 

difference to the world. We are proud to have 

a collection of brilliant and intellectual minds 

both in our faculty and our students. Florida 

Beach University has always been a hub of 

people with an ambitious spirit.

About Us



Our qualified faculty and corporate mentors have carefully designed 

courses aligned with the needs and demands of today’s dense market 

place. We deliver a degree program with vast and progressive 

knowledge based on your chosen discipline.

Degree Programs:

Associate Degree Program

Associate Of Arts 
Degree Program

Associate 
Degree Program

Bachelor’s Degree Program

Associate to Bachelor’s
Degree Program

Bachelor’s
Degree Program

Master’s Degree Program Doctorate Degree Program

Doctorate Degree
Program (Research)

Doctorate Degree
Program (Applied)
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Our diploma programs are tailored to reflect learning of additional and advanced skills which can help you do 

more in your current job role. It will help you understand different scenarios in your respective fields and be the 

game changer.

Diploma Programs:

Our diploma programs are tailored to reflect learning of additional and advanced skills which can help you do more in 

your current job role. It will help you understand different scenarios in your respective fields and be the game changer.

Certi�cate Programs:

Undergraduate Certi�cate Undergraduate Course Certi�cate

Undergraduate Diploma Program Graduate Diploma Program

Graduate Certi�cate Graduate Course Certi�cate



It has been a pleasure to watch our work as 

teacher-educators, researchers, and community partners 

develop. While the most rewarding indicators of these efforts 

are the quality of our graduates, the scholarship we publish, 

and the support we provide our partners in the field, perhaps 

the most high-profile indicator is the popularity and trust we 

are receiving of our students as an Online institution. Online 

education helps student gel in their studies well with their 

busy schedule. Our programs are self-paced and thus so, you 

can alter the duration of your degree as per your feasibility. 

Here I would take up the opportunity to reflect some of our 

proudest accomplishments—projects I consider most 

important for our development: our dedication to producing 

research that improves the practice of education, and our 

commitment to attracting and retaining the best faculty to 

guide our students.

FBU Dean’s 
Words of Gratitude

James E. Thomas
Dean - Florida Beach University
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Prepare Yourself With The 
Vision Of A Better And Bright Tomorrow By
Rede�ning Education Standards

Carefully constructed curriculums that provide proficient training with the help of upgraded theories, technologies, 

and tools inculcating the professionalism required to face the fast-paced business world.  

16 schools, 70 majors, and over 80+ graduate and undergraduate degree programs, diploma programs and 

certificate programs.
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Business Management: 

The School Of Education aims to provide quality education and training to produce great educational leaders for 

tomorrow

Education: 

Gateway to art education, providing a wide range of courses that will help polish and execute students’ areas of 

expertise in music and theatre. They can exhibit their talents globally. 

Performing Arts: 
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The department of Engineering feels obliged to produce Engineers fully 

acknowledged with the technical skills required. The study pattern inculcates 

educational innovation and technological development. 

Engineering: 

School of Computer Science offers state-of-the-art teaching methods along with its outstanding faculty which 

equips students with numerous computer skills required to excel in their career paths respectively

Computer Science: 

This school aims to give a push to the students in the field of Natural Sciences. It instills the urge to explore the 

potential areas of research and discovery that this field requires. 

Natural Science: 

The School has a command over the areas of legal theory and sciences, therefore, produces competent legal 

professionals by delivering quality academics in legal theory, practice, and action. 

Law & Legal Studies: 

The real essence of the field lies in exploring the inner talents of the students and recognize their true potential. The 

School Of Applied Arts helps students explore their inner skills so it can contribute to the development of the art 

and design field

Applied Arts: 
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We offer degrees, diplomas, and certification in social services with a 

specialization in Human Service. It covers the areas of specified social service 

academic needs of students. 

Social Services: 

The School offers excellent teaching implying scientific researches, which helps the students to prepare in excelling 

in the field of practicing and improved health care.   

Social Sciences: 

The School offers excellent teaching implying scientific researches, which helps the students to prepare in excelling 

in the field of practicing and improved health care.   

Health Sciences: 

We aim to produce competent psychologists, by conveying the academic excellence required for the relevant field. 

The exceptional research and course work are an add on for the students. 

Psychology:

The School wills to create a robust justice system, students who aim to play an influential role in contributing to 

social welfare can learn all necessary skills required, through our programs.  

Criminal Justice: 
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The School offers excellent teaching implying scientific researches, which helps the students to prepare in excelling 

in the field of practicing and improved health care.   

Health Sciences: 

The students are being taught by the current leaders of the field, they work to instill the skills and knowledge 

required to create politically sound and competent leaders. It is equipped with the latest mechanism of educational 

degrees. 

Political Science & Public Administration: 

The department aims to make sure students acquire the technical skills and knowledge required to attain the 

leading positions in the fire and safety department. Offers extensive online courses to aware students of fire and 

safety hazards.

Occupational Safety & Fire Science: 

There hardly is any profession as noble as nursing. It requires patience, training, and above all, compassion to serve 

humanity. Over the years Florida Beach University’s School of nursing has gained popularity due to its dedication; 

this is a clear representation of our aim to serve the troubled humanity.

School of Nursing:



We bring to your reachEducation

Florida Beach University has various need-based and merit scholarships. Our scholarships help you give the 

leverage of about 75% in your tuition fee.

Through our Financial Aid Programs

We value your academic excellence and in order to keep you going with the same zeal grant you Merit-based 

scholarships. 

Merit-Based Scholarship 

We salute services of our military and veteran’s services and in recognition provide military-veteran scholarship. 

Military-Veteran Scholarship 

Not everybody is a scholar, some are sportsman FBU appreciates your sportsman spirits and proudly gives athletic 

scholarships.  

Athletics Scholarship 

In view of the phenomenal contributions our women make to this society and culture we offer them special grants.  

Women-Empowerment 



Gives You The Most Dynamic 
And Versatile Online Study Experience.

Join Florida Beach University’s Virtual
Learning Community 

Our online courses are created and taught by experts. The 

content is engaging and interactive and meets high academic 

and professional standards.

We are a leader in online education and have been for quite a long time. Here, at Florida 

Beach University Online Learning, you can align all your day to day tasks and continue your 

education at your pace. We can help you to achieve more and be more in your professional 

and personal life. We have flexible learning hours, and you can pick the time to attend your 

lecture as per your feasibility

Florida Beach University 



+1-888-203-3889 info@fbu.educationwww.fbu.education

Get in Touch with us:


